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Digital platforms have been built into infrastructures for organizing an increasing range
of social, economic, and cultural activities. Consternation about the power of these
platforms is a hallmark of the present moment. Through automated and algorithmic
tools and methods, companies like Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Uber seem to
exercise a special capacity for managing their customers, competitors, and workers
(Darmody and Zwick, 2020; Shapiro, 2020; Yeung, 2017). They have many sources of
leverage, including the monopoly power permitted under moribund antitrust
enforcement (Srinivasan, 2020), regulatory blackholes that relieve them of social
responsibilities (Rosenblat and Stark, 2016), and informational advantages owing to
their position between buyers and sellers (Mansell and Steinmeuller, 2020). To these
concerns we add a critical focus on the intellectual technologies powering these
platforms - a specific set of disciplinary tools and methods deployed in their theorization,
development and operation. Core operations at Google, Facebook, and beyond derive
from a research discipline that treats asymmetrical accumulation of data and profiling
capacity, and the optimization of actors' choices, as fundamental design principles. In
this paper, we pull back the curtain of platform capitalism to glimpse the world of
mechanism design.
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Mechanism design brings a formidable but conflicted lineage into the heart of platform
governance. With its origins in Nobel Prize-winning economic theory, mechanism
design claims to be a set of methods tailored expressly to achieve social welfare by
harnessing the self-interested rationality and autonomy of individuals. Mechanism
design creates bespoke markets and auctions that direct individuals’ choices toward
outcomes that maximize a formally defined social welfare. Its ideological and normative
commitments to rationality and autonomy have provided market-makers with a
persuasive justification for exercising strategic control over the environments where
people interact and make decisions. The apparent power of mechanism design to
orchestrate forms of social coordination has earned multiple Nobel Prizes for the
discipline’s leading proponents (Maskin, 2008), and helped to propagate its influence
beyond conventional economic settings. Mechanism design is seen to provide a set of
intellectual technologies for enacting “optimization” as a worldview and a powerful idiom
for a great deal of policymaking. And it has gained particular currency in areas where
computers and algorithms mediate the actions of agents (Varian, 1995, 2010; Einav and
Levin, 2014; Papadimitriou, 2001).
Largely without critical scrutiny, computational adaptations of mechanism design (and
related management sciences, such as operations research) have become a major
force in governing online environments and platforms. The experiences of almost all
web and mobile app users are organized, in part, by optimizing schemes from
mechanism design—such as the advertising auctions that monetize online traffic and
the decision systems that configure Facebook newsfeeds. As Google’s chief economist
Hal Varian (2010: 4) puts it, “Online advertising serves as a poster child for algorithmic
mechanism design.” There is accordingly considerable scope for augmenting
discussions of platform and algorithmic governance with an analysis of how the
intellectual tools of mechanism design are applied in those environments.
We argue that these computational applications warrant a critical reassessment of how
this discipline tries to design choices. Contrary to the legitimizing premises introduced
above, the mechanism design methods and techniques underpinning digital platforms
actually threaten social welfare and distort collective interests for platform firms’ own
ends. Platforms now use mechanism design to leverage data science and automation
toward goals that dispense with the normative commitments assumed in its economic
theorization. Drawing examples from online advertising auctions and the multi-sided
market platforms that coordinate gig-labor and on-demand services, we illustrate how
firms instrumentalize mechanism design to achieve information asymmetry, to distribute
social costs in ways that benefit designers, and to orchestrate behaviors and choices in
their systems.
The paper offers four contributions to the scholarship on platform governance. First, it
provides a critical introduction to mechanism design (and so-called automated
mechanism design) for researchers who study big data, platform capitalism, and the
values designed into technologies like algorithms and artificial intelligence. So far, most
critical work in these areas has not engaged directly with this hybrid economicengineering discipline, even though it is now central to the operations of platform firms,
as well as other online networks and data-driven decision-making systems. A fluency in
the vocabulary and techniques of mechanism design will help critical researchers

translate and intervene in debates across these fields of science, policymaking, and
industrial practice.
Second, we identify contradictions in the normative, ideological, and political
commitments claimed by mechanism design’s two main traditions: one descended from
game theory and welfare economics, the other oriented around experimentation and
applied computation. The digital uptake of mechanism design has papered over
profound differences in how these two traditions define and operationalize key
concepts, including the actor/subject, and its relationship to autonomous, rational
decision-making.
Third, we look at how platform companies deploy and exploit mechanism design. We
show how automated or algorithmic mechanism design operationalizes and progresses
through the contradiction noted above, leveraging both the prestige and elegance of
mechanism design’s game theory tradition, as well as the brute force of the
computational and statistical techniques honed by mechanism design’s experimental
tradition.
Finally, we provide insights into how automated mechanism design (AMD) extends the
political project of installing automated market-like institutions to orchestrate social
choices and allocate opportunities and value across more and more settings, while at
the same time abandoning the normative commitment to autonomy and the ideological
commitment to rationality that have been key to mechanism design’s justification
(Tomasetti, 2016). Put another way, the deployment of mechanism design in digital
platforms carries forward the normative justification of markets into settings that seem
like markets but operate more like control infrastructures.
Overall, our critique of mechanism design makes interventions in two directions: it gives
critical researchers new insights into the discipline behind certain pathologies of
platform capitalism; and it asks mechanism designers to look critically at the
contradictions and pathologies within the discipline itself.
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